Hardware/Infrastructure Specialist (M/F)
32-40h.
Working in the south of Limburg (Eygelshoven), you will be participating in
building revolutionary solutions in the field of video processing for international
clients. These video processing products are currently being developed and now
have been sold to the first customers. The next steps are professionalizing the
future development, implementation and support of the product.
You will be participating in a multidisciplinary DEV/OPS team, where you will be
responsible for designing out of the ordinary hardware solutions (eg. (mobile)
RFID readers) and continuously finding new ways to improve our platform. Your
drive is to work with the latest IoT and high performance (video) hardware,
calculate computing performance and networking throughputs, advises on new
hardware designs and isn’t scared of optimizing Windows Operating Systems for
optimal long term use with the least support efforts.
The position requires an engagement of at least 32 hours per week. The contract
is expected to be for a long term, with a monthly notice period for both parties to
terminate the contract.
Job requirements
















HBO or academic degree in IT or Business oriented education like
Information Management;
3+ years of professional experience in comparable position;
Thorough understanding of Windows (IoT/10) Operating Systems
Thorough understanding of various hardware components / platforms
Thorough understanding of networking / infrastructures
Knowledge and certifications of network- and firewall products are a
pre;
Microsoft certifications are a pre
Actual knowledge of general IT developments and the drive to stay on
top of things;
Advanced understanding of IT infrastructure and software engineering
principles;
Demonstrates ability to analyze and interpret complex problems and
processes;
Flexible self-motivated team player with a pro-active attitude who can
work independently but also has no problem working with a team of
developers;
abundant proven experienced in working in an Agile environment;
Excellent verbal, written, and interpersonal communication skills;
Fluent in Dutch and English.

GDO Precision Technology is
located in the south of the
Netherlands, close to the
German and Belgian borders.
GDO began as a tool builder
(1899) for the mining industry
and developed into a special
machine builder for industrial
automation
and
vision
inspection. Over the years, the
focus has been on the sectors
of automotive and medical /
pharmaceutical
solutions,
packaging, food and energy.
Nevertheless,
the
basis
remains the same in every
industry, with highly precise
and innovative solutions
based on the quality of a
toolmaker.
With
this
knowledge, GDO is a globally
operating company providing
global solutions and services
from its locations in the
Netherlands,
Germany,
Ireland, Asia and the USA.
GDO is 50%
TAPEMYDAY:

owner

of

TAPEMYDAY
is
a
revolutionary
means
of
tracking,
tracing
and
compiling all guest’s in the
leisure industry highlights into
one unique and irresistible film
which
can
be
simply
downloaded and shared
through multiple modern
channels. It is a complete
solution to provide attraction
guests with the ultimate
souvenir of a video and/or
photo,
increasing
guest
satisfaction
plus
driving
revenues while generating
additional
online
visits.
http://tapemyday.com

